
ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM ASSOCIATED WITH THEULTRASPHERICAL POLYNOMIALSDARIUSZ BURACZEWSKI, TERESA MARTINEZ, JOS�E L. TORREA, AND ROMAN URBANAbstrat. We de�ne and investigate the Riesz transform assoiated to the dif-ferential operator L�f(�) = �f 00(�) � 2� ot �f 0(�) + �2f(�). We prove that itan be de�ned as a prinipal value, and that it is bounded on Lp([0; �℄; dm�(�)),dm�(�) = sin2� �d�, for every 1 < p <1 and of weak type (1,1). The same bound-edness properties hold for the maximal operator of the trunated operators. Thespeed of onvergene of the trunated operators is measured in terms of the bound-edness in Lp(dm�), 1 < p <1 and weak type (1; 1) of the osillation and �-variationassoiated to them. Also, a multiplier theorem is proved to get the boundednessof the onjugate funtion studied by Mukenhoupt and Stein for 1 < p < 1 as aorollary of the results for the Riesz transform. Moreover, we �nd a ondition on theweight v whih is neessary and suÆient for the existene of a weight u suh thatthe Riesz transform is bounded from Lp(v dm�) into Lp(u dm�):1. IntrodutionWe onsider the ultraspherial polynomials of type �, with any � > 0, P �n (x) de-�ned as the oeÆients in the expansion of the generating funtion (1� 2x! + !2)�� =P1n=0 !nP �n (x) (see [17℄ for further details). It is known that the set fP �n (os �) : n 2 Ngis orthogonal and omplete in L2[0; �℄ with respet to the measure dm�(�) := sin2� �d�:More preisely, we have(1.1) Z �0 P �n (os �)P �m(os �)dm�(�) = Æn;m21�2���(�)�2�(n+ 2�)(n+ �)n! = Æn;m=n:It is also known that the funtions P �n (os �) are eigenfuntions of the operator L�(1.2) L�f(�) = �f 00(�) � 2� ot �f 0(�) + �2f(�);with L�P �n (os �) = (n+ �)2P �n (os �).In this paper we develop a general method for studying the properties of ertainoperators assoiated to the di�erential operator L�, that appear similarly to the waythat lassial operators do when onsidering the Laplaian operator �2� in [0; 2�℄. Givenan operator T we produe a partition of T into its \loal" and its \global" parts aordingto two regions: the \loal region", where roughly speaking we an use that the Lebesguemeasure d� and dm�(�) are equivalent, and its omplementary, that we all \globalregion" (see (3.2) and (3.3)). This method was widely used by many authors in variousontexts (see e.g. [4, 5, 9, 11, 14℄). The proedure for the loal part of the operators2000 Mathematis Subjet Classi�ation. 42C05,42C15.Key words and phrases. Ultraspherial polynomials, Poisson integral, Riesz transform, maximal op-erator, weighted inequalities.The authors were partially supported by RTN Harmoni Analysis and Related Problems ontratHPRN-CT-2001-00273-HARP. The �rst and fourth authors were supported in part by KBN grant 1P03A 018 26. The seond and third authors were partially supported by BFM grant 2002-04013-C02-02.1



2 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANonsists in omparing the kernel of the operator with the kernel of the lassial analogousoperator in the torus. We show that the di�erene between them is bounded by a \good"kernel, i.e., a kernel whih de�nes a bounded operator on Lp(d�) for every p in the range1 � p � 1. By a \heritage" theorem (Theorem 3.8), we prove that the loal part ofthe lassial operator in the torus inherits the boundedness in Lp with respet to theLebesgue measure. Next, for operators with kernels supported in the loal part (\loaloperators"), we prove (see Lemma 3.9) that the boundedness with respet to Lebesguemeasure is equivalent to the boundedness with respet to dm�(�). Therefore we onludethat the loal part of T is bounded in Lp(dm�): In the global part we just use that thekernel of the operator T is bounded by a positive and nie kernel.In this paper we apply the above method in order to study the Riesz transform (The-orem 2.14), the maximal operator assoiated to it (Theorem 7.1) and its osillation andvariation (Theorem 8.2). We also prove some multiplier theorem in order to show thatthe results in [10℄ an be obtained from ours, see setion 6. We would like to thank S.Meda for some helpful suggestions onerning this theorem.For every \nie" funtion f de�ned on [0; �℄ we assoiate its ultraspherial expansion(1.3) f(�) � 1Xn=0 anP �n (os �); where an = n Z �0 f(�)P �n (os �)dm�(�):In the paper [10℄ Mukenhoupt and Stein studied ultraspherial expansions from a har-moni analysis point of view. For any funtion as in (1.3) they de�ne the \harmoni"extension of f as(1.4) f(r; �) = 1Xn=0 anrnP �n (os �)and the \onjugate harmoni" series as(1.5) ef(r; �) = 1Xn=1 2�n+ 2�anrn sin �P �+1n�1 (os �):Then, both funtions satisfy Cauhy{Riemann equations:�r((r sin �)2� ef) = �r2��1(sin �)2���f;��((r sin �)2� ef) = r2�+1(sin �)2��rf:One of the main results in [10℄ is that if f 2 Lp(dm�) for 1 < p <1, then there existsthe boundary funtion ~f(�) of ef(r; �) suh that ~f(�) = limr!1 ef(r; �) in Lp(dm�) normand k ~fkLp(dm�) � ApkfkLp(dm�). ~f(�) is alled the onjugate funtion of f . Conerningthe ase p = 1, they show that the \onjugate harmoni" funtion f(�)! ~f(r; �) satis�esan appropriate substitute relation (see Corollary 2, page 43, in [10℄). As far as weunderstand, this result does not lead in an obvious way to the weak type (1; 1) of theonjugate funtion ~f(�).The onnetion between the results in [10℄ and the ones ontained in this paper isas follows. In setion 6 we prove a multiplier theorem that allows us to obtain theboundedness properties in Lp for p in the range 1 < p < 1, of the onjugate funtion~f(�) as a orollary of our results for the Riesz transform de�ned spetrally in (1.7), anda posteriori as a prinipal value operator. Although we obtain indeed the weak type(1; 1) for the Riesz transform (1.7), it is not lear for us wether the onjugate mapping



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 3f(�)! ~f(�) of Mukhenhoupt and Stein, whih is de�ned only for f 2 Lp, satis�es alsoa weak type (1; 1) inequality.It is easy to hek that L� is formally self-adjoint on the spae L2(dm�). Our operatorL� fatorizes as L�f(�) = (������ + �2)f(�), see setion 2, where ��� = �� + 2� ot � isformally adjoint to ��; i.e., h���f; giL2(m�) = �hf; ��giL2(m�). For a funtion f as in (1.3)we de�ne its Poisson integral assoiated to our operator L� as follows(1.6) Pf(e�t; �) = e�tpL�f(�) = 1Xn=0 ane�t(n+�)P �n (os �):We proeed now to de�ne one of the main objets we are going to investigate in this paper,the Riesz transform. Let us all polynomial funtion to any �nite linear ombination ofultraspherial polynomials, that is, any f of the form f = PNn=0 anP �n . We de�ne theRiesz transform of any polynomial funtion f by spetral tehniques, as it is suggestedin [15℄, as follows:R�f(�) = ��(L�)�1=2f(�) = �� NXn=0 ann+ �P �n (os �)!(1.7) = �2� NXn=1 ann+ � sin �P �+1n�1 (os �):The above equation follows from the formula ��tP �n (t) = 2�P �+1n�1 (t), see [17℄.It turns out that if for a given funtion f and its Poisson integral Pf , we de�neanalogously to (1.5) the onjugate Poisson integralR�f(r; �) = �2� NXn=1 ann+ �rn+� sin �P �+1n�1 (os �):The following Cauhy{Riemann equations are satis�ed��Pf(e�t; �) =� �tR�f(e�t; �);�tPf(e�t; �) + �2 Z 1t Pf(e�s; �)ds =���R�f(e�t; �):(1.8)Our �rst main result, Theorem 2.13, says that in fat our Riesz transform on polyno-mial funtions is given by a prinipal value, i.e., for any f a polynomial funtion,R�f(�) = p:v: Z �0 R�(�; �)f(�)dm�(�) = lim"!0 Zj���j>"R�(�; �)f(�)dm�(�) a.e:Also, we prove that the Riesz transform R� is bounded on Lp(dm�) and of weak type(1,1) (see Theorem 2.14). As a orollary we obtain that R�f(e�t; �) tends to R�f in Lpnorm for 1 < p <1, as t goes to 0.The seond objet we are interested in is a maximal funtionR��f(�) := sup">0 ���� Zj���j>"R�(�; �)f(�)dm�(�)����:Theorem 7.1 says that R�� is bounded on Lp(dm�) for 1 < p <1; and of weak type (1,1).As a onsequene of this result, we get that the Riesz transform is a prinipal value alsofor funtions in L1(dm�) (Theorem 7.2). Given this, our next aim is measuring thespeed of onvergene, something whih has lassially been done by means of ertainoperators involving sums of the di�erenes of the trunated operators. Namely, we will



4 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANuse the so alled osillation operator and �-variation operator, and obtain that theyboth are bounded in Lp(dm�) for 1 < p < 1; and that they satisfy a weak type (1; 1)inequality with respet to dm� (see setion 8 for the preise de�nition of the operators andstatement of the results). As an intermediate step in the proof of this results we obtainthe boundedness in Lp(d�) for 1 < p < 1 and the weak type (1; 1) for the osillationand �-variation assoiated to the lassial onjugate funtion in the torus. This result,that we believe of intrinsi interest, is obtained by omparison with the same operatorsfor the Hilbert transform in the line.The last part of this paper is devoted to the following problem. Given a �xed operatorT (in our ase we onsider the Riesz transform R�) bounded in Lp(dm�) for some 1 < p <1; �nd neessary and suÆient onditions for a weight v in order to have the existeneof a nontrivial weight u suh that T beomes bounded from Lp(vdm�) into Lp(udm�):In the ase of the Riesz transform onsidered in this paper we prove (see Theorem 9.3)that the ondition is that Z �0 v(x)� 1p�1 dm�(x) <1:To obtain this result, we onsider a vetor-valued extension of R� to the operator takingvalues in the Banah spae lp. Then we apply the analogous vetor-valued version of thetehnique of splitting the operator into its loal and global parts, to get the boundednessin Lp̀p of the extension (see setion 3 for the de�nitions).Guide to the paper. The struture of the paper is as follows. In setion 2 we statepreisely the notation and all the neessary de�nitions in order to introdue the objetsof our interest. In partiular, the Riesz transform R� is de�ned. In setion 3 we introduea \general mahinery" in order to handle the \loal" and \global" parts of the operators.In setion 4 we study the behavior of the Riesz kernel aording to this partition, and insetion 5 we show that the Riesz transform R� is given as a prinipal value for polynomialfuntions and its boundedness properties. In setion 6 we prove a multiplier theorem.Setion 7 is devoted to study the maximal funtion R��f(�) and prove that the maximaloperator f 7! R��f is bounded on every Lp(dm�), for 1 < p < 1 and of weak type(1; 1). The next setion, setion 8 deals with the study of the osillation and �-variationoperators. Finally, in setion 9 we onsider weighted inequalities and answer the questionmentioned above (Theorem 9.3).2. The Riesz transform2.1. Poisson kernel. We are going to desribe here some fundamental properties of ourPoisson kernel P . By using (1.4) and (1.6), observe that(2.1) Pf(e�t; �) = e�t�f(e�t; �):The results in [10℄ for f(r; �) lead easily to prove that the Poisson integral Pf is givenby a kernel, whih an be omputed expliitly. Namely, for any � 2 [0; �℄ we have(2.2) Pf(r; �) = r� Z �0 P (r; �; �)f(�)dm�(�)where r = e�t and(2.3) P (r; �; �) = �� (1� r2) Z �0 sin2��1 t�1� 2r(os � os�+ sin � sin� os t) + r2��+1 dt:



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 5Another easy onsequene of (2.1) and Theorem 2, setion 6, p.31 in [10℄ is the followingtheorem.Theorem 2.4. [Theorem 2, [10℄℄ Let f 2 Lp(dm�); 1 � p � 1. Then(a) kPf(r; �)kLp(dm�) � r�kfkLp(dm�);(b) kPf(r; �)� fkLp(dm�) ! 0 as r ! 1;() limr!1 Pf(r; �) = f(�) almost everywhere,(d) k supr<1 jPf(r; �)jkLp(dm�) � ApkfkLp(dm�):2.2. The Riesz Transform. In this setion we ompute the kernel of the Riesz trans-form. By using (1.1), one shows that(2.5) kR�fkL2(dm�) � C kfkL2(dm�):With the same proof, we get the boundedness of the operator for any f 2 L2(dm�) and sothe de�nition (1.7) makes sense for every f 2 L2(dm�). Observe that a similar argumentgives that the operator (L�)�1=2 is also well de�ned in L2(dm�) with the parallel formulato the one above. In the following lemma we show that (L�)�1=2 is de�ned by a kernelalmost everywhere, and that the Riesz transform has an assoiated kernel in the sense ofCalder�on-Zygmund. This last statement means, for T a linear operator, that there existsa funtion k(�; �) suh that for every f 2 L2([0; �℄; dm�) and � outside the support of f ,Tf(�) = R k(�; �)f(�) dm�(�).Lemma 2.6. Given f 2 L1(dm�), for almost every � 2 [0; �℄, we have that(2.7) (L�)� 12 f(�) = Z �0 W�(�; �)f(�) dm�(�); where W�(�; �) = Z 10 r��1P (r; �; �) dr:Given f 2 L1(dm�) and � outside the support of f , we have that(2.8) R�f(�) = Z �0 R�(�; �)f(�) dm�(�); where R�(�; �) = Z 10 r��1P�(r; �; �) dr;where P� stands for the partial derivative of P with respet to �.Proof. To prove the �rst formula, we use the integral formulas�a = 1�(a) Z 10 e�tsta dttto de�ne the negative square root of L� :L�1=2� f(�) = 1�(1) Z 10 e�tpL�f(�)tdtt = Z 10 e�t�f(e�t; �)dt= Z 10 Z �0 r��1P (r; �; �)f(�) dm�(�) dr;(2.9)after applying the hange of variables r = e�t. We get here (2.7) if we an hange theorder of integration in the former integral. Before we proeed further let us introduesome notation:a = os � os�+ sin � sin� os t = os(� � �)� sin � sin�(1� os t);(2.10) Dr = 1� 2ra+ r2:Observe that a � os(� � �), and that for negative a, Dr � 1, therefore we alwayshave that Dr � 1 � os(� � �)2 � 0. In partiular, this implies that r��1P (r; �; �)is positive and bounded above by a onstant times r��1=(1 � os(� � �)2)�+1. Let us



6 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANobserve that the expression f(r; �) = R �0 P (r; �; �)f(�) dm�(�) is well de�ned for almostevery � 2 [0; �℄ sine by the results in [10℄, namely Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, pg. 28, we havethat jf(r; �)j � (jf j)�(�), wheref�(�) = suph6=0; 0��+h�� R �+h� jf(�)j dm�(�)R �+h� dm�(�)and this funtion is bounded in Lp(dm�) for every p 2 (1;1℄ and of weak type (1; 1). Inpartiular, for f 2 L1(dm�), it is �nite for almost every � . Thus, we an see that theintegrand in (2.9) belongs to L1(dm� � dr) for f 2 L1([0; �℄; dm�).One we hange the order of integration in (2.9), to get the expression of R�(�; �)we just have to be able to put the derivative �� inside the integral. We prove it byshowing that r��1P�(r; �; �)f(�) 2 L1(dm� � dr). Observe that j��aj � 2 and that thenjr��1P�(r; �; �)j an be bounded above by a onstant for � outside the support of f , whatgives the result. �Remark 2.11. One an also use the Cauhy{Riemann equations (1.8) to prove the abovelemma. Namely, in view of equations ��Pf(e�t; �) = ��tR�f(e�t; �) and R�f(0; �) = 0,we obtain R�f(e�t; �) = Z 1t ��Ptf(�)dt = Z 1t Z �0 e��tP�(e�t; �; �)f(�)d�dt:Further, if � does not belong to the support of f , we an make r = e�t and then argue asbefore to justify making r going to 1 to obtain (2.8).Remark 2.12. Observe that for any bounded funtion f , f�(�) � kfkL1 is a well de�nedfuntion, �nite for every � 2 [0; �℄. Thus, by repeating the proof of (2.7), we have that itholds for every � 2 [0; �℄.Next, let us state here the main results onerning the Riesz transform, namely thatit is a prinipal value (Theorem 2.13) and its boundedness properties in Lp, 1 < p <1,and in weak L1 (Theorem 2.14). We will prove them in setion 5.Theorem 2.13. The Riesz transform R� is given as a prinipal value on polynomialfuntions, i.e., for any polynomial funtion f and for almost every � 2 [0; �℄R�f(�) = lim"!0 Zj���j>"R�(�; �)f(�)dm�(�):Theorem 2.14. The Riesz transform R� is bounded on Lp(dm�), for 1 < p < 1 andfrom L1(dm�) into L1;1(dm�).Remark 2.15. Given p 2 (1;1) and f 2 Lp(dm�) suh that it has an assoiated Fourierseries expansion f �PanP �n (os �), thenR�f(�) �X�2� ann+ � sin �P �+1n�1 (os �):Indeed, onsider the linear operators from Lp(dm�) into C given byUnf = �2�ann+ � ;Vnf = k sin �P �+1n�1 (os �)k�2L2(dm�) Z �0 R�f(�) sin �P �+1n�1 (os�) dm�(�):Let us note that Un is trivially bounded by (1.3) and Theorem 2.14, and that Vn isbounded also by Theorem 2.14 and the fat that sin�P �+1n�1 (os�) are in Lp0(dm�). Now,



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 7observe that fsin�P �+1n�1 (os�)g form an orthogonal system in L2(dm�), and that there-fore, for every polynomial funtion f , Unf = Vnf . Sine polynomial funtions are densein Lp(dm�) for every p 2 (1;1), our thesis holds.3. General mahineryWe start this setion with an appropriate for our purposes overing lemma. First, weonstrut a family of balls on the interval [0; �2 ℄. Let us �x a very small Æ > 0 throughoutthe paper, and de�ne a sequene of points and balls as follows�0 = �2 ; �i+1 = �i1 + Æ ; Bi = �� : 11 + Æ < �i� < 1 + Æ� ;Let us also onsider balls B(�i; Æ0) = f� : (1 + Æ0)�1 < �i=� < 1 + Æ0g. One an easilyextend (by symmetry with respet to �2 ) the above family to a set of balls overing theinterval (0; �), that will be denoted in the same way fBig1i=0.Lemma 3.1. For the olletion of balls fBig1i=0 de�ned above we have(1) The olletion fBig1i=0 of losed balls overs (0; �).(2) There exists Æ0 suh that the balls B(�i; Æ0) are pairwise disjoint.(3) For every n � 1, if 1+ Æ0 = (1+ Æ)n; then the olletion fB(�i; Æ0)g has boundedoverlap.(4) For every n � 1, if 1 + Æ0 = (1 + Æ)n; then there exist a onstant C dependingonly on Æ, n, suh that for every measurable set E � B(�i; Æ0), we have that1C �2�i jEj � m�(E) � C�2�i jEj:Proof. By the symmetry of the onstrution it is enough to prove this properties forthe balls with enter in [0; �=2℄: In order to prove (2) it is enough to take Æ0 satisfying(1 + Æ0)2 < 1 + Æ. In fat, we have(1 + Æ0)�i+1 < (1 + Æ)�i+11 + Æ0 = �i1 + Æ0 :We leave the details of the remaining proof to the reader. �Consider a linear operator T mapping the spae of polynomial funtions into the spaeof measurable funtions on [0; �℄, satisfying the following assumptions:(a) T either extends to a bounded operator on Lq(d�) for some 1 < q < 1; or ofweak type (1,1) with respet to d�,(b) there exists a measurable funtion K, de�ned in the omplement of the diagonalin [0; �℄� [0; �℄; suh that for every funtion f and all � outside the support of f ,Tf(�) = Z �0 K(�; �)f(�)d�;() for all (�; �); � 6= �, K veri�es jK(�; �)j � Cj� � �j�1.Let us denote by Nt the region onstruted in the following way: onsider the part ofthe region Mt = f(�; �) : 11+t < �� < 1 + tg under the diagonal of the square [0; �℄2 withnegative slope, and de�ne Nt to be this region together with its reeted with respet tothe point (�=2; �=2). It is not diÆult to see that the regions Nt1 and Nt2 , with t1 = Æand 1 + t2 = (1 + Æ)3 have the shape shown in the next piture.
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Observe that we get a region ontained in Mt and symmetri with respet to the point(�=2; �=2). This region will de�ne the \loal" and \global" parts of the operators.Given an operator T satisfying (b), we de�ne its global and loal parts byTglobf(�) = Z �0 K(�; �)(1� 1Nt2 (�; �))f(�)d�;(3.2) Tlof(�) = Tf(�)� Tglobf(�):(3.3)We will need the following two lemmas, whose proofs are a reformulation of the proofsof Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 in [5℄ using only properties of the overing from Lemma 3.1.Lemma 3.4. Let d� be any positive measure in [0; �℄, ffjg be a sequene of funtionsand de�ne f = Pj 1Bjfj ; where fBj : j 2 Ng is the olletion of balls in Lemma 3.1.Then, for all � > 0;(3.5) �f� : jf(�)j > �g �Xj �f� 2 Bj : jfj(�)j > �=2g;and for any 1 � q <1(3.6) kfkLq(d�) � 2�Xj ZBj jfj(�)jq d�(�)�1=q ;Proof. Observe that any point � 2 [0; �℄ belongs to at most two balls of the overingfBjg. Then, the level set f� : jf(�)j > �g is a subset of Sjf� 2 Bj : jfj(�)j > �=2g,whih gives (3.5). To prove (3.6), just observe thatZ �0 jf(�)jq d�(�) � Z �0 (2maxj jfj(�)j1Bj (�))q d�(�) � 2q Z �0 Xj jfj(�)jq1Bj (�) d�(�): �Lemma 3.7. Let T be a linear operator mapping polynomial funtions into the spae ofmeasurable funtions on [0; �℄ verifying (a). Given the overing fBjg1j=0, we de�ne the



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 9operatorT 1f(�) =Xj 1Bj (�)jT (1B0jf)(�)j; where B0j = B(�j ; Æ0); 1 + Æ0 = (1 + Æ)2:Then, T 1 is also bounded from L1(d�) into L1;1(d�) or from Lq(d�) into Lq(d�), 1 <q <1; as the ase might be.Proof. To prove that T 1 is of weak type (1; 1) with respet to d� if T is, observe thatjf� 2 Bj : jT (1B0jf)(�)j > �=2gj � C� ZBj jf(�)j d�:We �nish if we apply Lemma 3.4 and the bounded overlap property from Lemma 3.1.The proof of strong type (q; q) is analogous. �The following theorem is one of the main tools in the proofs of the results in the paper.Theorem 3.8. Under the assumptions (a), (b) and () made on T above, the operatorTlo inherits from T either Lq(d�)-boundedness or the weak type (1,1) with respet to theLebesgue measure, as the ase might be.Proof. Assume that � is in the ball Bj and de�ne B0j as in Lemma 3.7. ThenTlof(�) =Tf(�)� Tglobf(�)=T (f1B0j )(�) + T (f(1� 1B0j ))(�) � Z �0 (1� 1Nt2 (�; �))K(�; �)f(�)d�=T (f1B0j )(�) + Z �0 (1Nt2 (�; �) � 1B0j (�))K(�; �)f(�)d�:By multiplying by 1Bj and summing over j, we get that for any � 2 [0; �℄jTlof(�)j � jT 1(f)(�)j + T 2(f)(�);where T 1 is as in Lemma 3.7, and by that lemma it is bounded in Lq or of weak type(1; 1) as orresponds. Therefore, we only need to prove that T 2 is bounded, whereT 2(f)(�) = Z �0 Xj 1Bj (�)j1Nt2 (�; �) � 1B0j (�)jjK(�; �)jjf(�)jd�:This operator is given by the kernelH(�; �) =Xj 1Bj (�)j1Nt2 (�; �) � 1B0j (�)jjK(�; �)j;whih gives a bounded operator. We will study this kernel in eah of the squares [0; �=2℄2,[0; �=2℄� [�=2; �℄, [�=2; �℄� [0; �=2℄ and [�=2; �℄2. In the �rst and fourth ones, H(�; �) issupported in Nt2 nNt1 . Indeed, let us assume �rst (�; �) 2 [0; �=2℄2. If (�; �) 62 Nt2 then1(1 + Æ)3 > �� or �� > (1 + Æ)3:Hene, if � 2 Bj , then � annot belong to B0j and then j1Nt2 (�; �) � 1B0j (�)j = 0. If(�; �) 2 Nt1 and � 2 Bj then11 + Æ < �� < 1 + Æ and 1(1 + Æ)2 < �j� < (1 + Æ)2;



10 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANwhih implies that � 2 B0j and j1Nt2 (�; �) � 1Æ0Bj (�)j = 0. For (�; �) 2 [�=2; �℄2, we usethat eah term 1Bj (�)j1Nt2 (�; �) � 1B0j (�)j is symmetri with respet to (�=2; �=2) andwe get in this region the same result.In the region where (�; �) 2 [0; �=2℄ � [�=2; �℄, one an see by similar arguments asbefore that the support of H(�; �) is ontained in N t1 . Sine in that region there existsa onstant " suh that j� � �j > ", there jK(�; �)j � C" and by the �nite overlappingproperty from Lemma 3.1, H(�; �) � C 1Nt1 (�; �). By symmetry, we get the same boundin the region [�=2; �℄� [0; �=2℄.Sine the part of the operator in the regions [0; �=2℄� [�=2; �℄ and [�=2; �℄� [0; �=2℄ istrivially bounded in Lp(d�) for every p (1 � p � 1), to prove that T 2 also satis�es thisproperty, it is enough to prove thatsup�2[0;�=2℄Z �=20 1Nt2nNt1 (�; �)j� � �j d� <1; sup�2[0;�=2℄Z �=20 1Nt2nNt1 (�; �)j� � �j d� <1:Let us prove the �rst inequality, sine the seond one follows in an idential way. To thisend, write:sup� Z �0 1Nt2nNt1 (�; �)j� � �j d� � sup� Z �1+t1�1+t2 1�� �d� + sup� Z �(1+t2)�(1+t1) 1� � �d�=log 1� 11+t11� 11+t2 + log 1 + t21 + t1 <1: �Similar arguments as the ones shown in the above proof lead to the following lemma.Lemma 3.9. Assume that an operator S de�ned on polynomial funtions satis�es (b),with a kernel supported in Nt2 . Then, strong type (p,p) for Lebesgue measure and m�measure are equivalent. The same holds for weak type (p,p), 1 � p �1.Proof. One an see that jSf(�)j � Pj 1Bj jS(f1 ~Bj )(�)j, where Bj are as in Lemma 3.1and ~Bj = B(�j ; ~Æ), for 1 + ~Æ = (1 + Æ)4, just proeeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.8.Then, by using Lemma 3.4, and parts (3) and (4) from Lemma 3.1, one an easily getthe result. �In setions 7 and 9 we will have to onsider linear operators taking values in someBanah spaes. We denote by LpB(�) = LpB(�; [0; �℄), p < 1, the Bohner-Lebesguespae onsisting of all B-valued (strongly) measurable funtions f de�ned on [0; �℄ suhthat kfkpLpB(�) = R �0 kf(�)kpBd�(�) < 1. For p = 1 we write L1B for the spae of allf suh that kfkL1B = supesskf(�)kB < 1. Similarly, the spae Lp;1B (�) = weak-LpB(�)is formed by all B-valued funtions f suh that kfkLp;1B (�) = supt>0 t�(f� 2 [0; �℄ :kf(�)kB > tg)1=p <1.We note here that the \heritage" Theorem 3.8 remains valid in the vetor valuedase with the same proof. More preisely, given B1; B2 Banah spaes, let T be alinear operator de�ned in the spae of polynomial funtions with B1-valued oeÆientsand taking values in the spae of B2-valued and strongly measurable funtions on [0; �℄;satisfying onditions (a'), (b') and (') whih are, in fat, (a), (b) and () with appropriatehanges, i.e.,



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 11(a') T extends to a bounded operator either from LqB1(d�) into LqB2(d�) for some1 < q <1; or from L1B1(d�) into L1;1B2 (d�),(b') there exists a L(B1; B2)-valued measurable funtion K, de�ned in the omple-ment of the diagonal in [0; �℄� [0; �℄; suh that for every funtion f 2 L1B1 and� outside the support of f ,Tf(�) = Z �0 K(�; �)f(�)d�:(') the funtion K satis�es kK(�; �)k � Cj� � �j�1. for all � 6= �.In this \vetor valued language" we an obtain Lemmas 3.4 and 3.7, Theorem 3.8 andLemma 3.9 in a similar way (just hanging absolute values by norms). For further use,let us state the vetor valued version of Theorem 3.8 as follows.Theorem 3.10. If T is an operator satisfying (a'), (b') and ('). De�ne Tlo and Tglobas in 3.3 and 3.2. Then Tlo inherits from T either the Lq-boundedness or the weaktype (1,1) as the ase might be. Besides, the orresponding boundedness holds for bothLebesgue and m� measures.4. Estimates on the Riesz kernel4.1. The loal part. In this setion we study the behavior of the kernel of the Riesztransform, R�(�; �) related to the kernel of the lassial onjugate funtion in the torus,C(�; �) = 12� 1tan((���)=2) , when onsidered on the loal part. We are going to prove thatthe di�erene jR�(�; �)(sin �)2� � C0C(�; �)j;where C0 is appropriately hosen real number, an be estimated in the loal region bysome \nie" funtion M(�; �) suh that the loal operator R �0 M(�; �)f(�) d� is boundedon every Lp(d�); for 1 � p � 1.We will use the notation for a and Dr introdued in (2.10), as well as the followingonesb = ��a = � sin � os�+ os � sin� os t = � sin(� � �)� os � sin�(1� os t);�r = 1� 2r os(� � �) + r2;�r = r sin � sin�:Also, we shall write D, �, � instead of D1, �1, �1. As in [16℄ we are going to make useof the following simple identity, whih is valid for every real � > �1(4.1) Z 10 r�(1� r2)D�+2r dr = 1(�+ 1)D�+1 :By the arguments in the proof of Lemma 2.6, (4.1) and (2.3), we may simplify the kernelof the Riesz transform as follows(4.2) R�(�; �) = 2�� Z �0 b sin2��1 tD�+1 dt:De�ne(4.3) N(�; �) = 1 + log+� sin � sin�1� os(� � �)� :Then, the estimate we get is the following



12 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANLemma 4.4. There exist onstants C0 and C > 0 suh that in the loal region we havethe following estimate jR�(�; �)(sin �)2� � C0C(�; �)j � CM(�; �);where M(�; �) = N(�; �)(sin �)�1.Proof. Observe that R�(� � �; � � �) = �R�(�; �), C(� � �; � � �) = �C(�; �) andM(���; ���) =M(�; �). Therefore, if we get the omparison in the region (�; �) 2 [0; �=2℄� [0; �℄ we get the same inequality in the region [�=2; �℄� [0; �℄. Thus, we will restritourselves to prove the inequality for (�; �) 2 [0; �=2℄� [0; �℄. In the loal region for thisrange of (�; �), we get the following estimates, that will be used throughout the proof:there exists a onstant C suh that1C sin � � sin� � C sin �; j sin(� � �)j � C sin�:The proof of these inequalities is trivial, although the argument di�ers when � 2 [0; �=2℄than when � 2 [�=2; �℄. We will also handle integrals of the formI�� = Z �20 t�(� + �t22 )� dt:By using the hange of variables t = � 12�� 12 u, and the former inequalities, for any � > 0,if � = 2�+ 1 and � = �+ 1, the above integral an be estimated as followsI2�+1�+1 � C(sin � sin�)�(�+1)N(�; �):First we get rid of a part of the kernel (4.2), by observing that����(sin�)2� 2�� Z ��=2 b(sin t)2��1D�+1 dt���� � C(sin�)2�+1 Z ��=2 (sin t)2��1��+1t2�+2 dt � Csin�Next, let us proeed with the omparison of the kernels in several steps.Step 1. De�ne R1�(�; �) = 2�� Z �=20 bt2��1D�+1 dt:Then using that j sin2��1 t� t2��1j = O(t2�+1), we obtainjR�(�; �) �R1�(�; �)j(sin �)2� � C(sin�)2�+1I2�+1�+1 � CM(�; �):Step 2. De�ne R2�(�; �) = 2�� Z �=20 bt2��1D�+1 dt;where D = 2(1� os(� � �) + sin � sin�t22 ):Then by the Taylor expansion, for t 2 [0; �℄.��� 1D�+1 � 1D�+1 ��� � C sin � sin�t4D�+2 :Thus, we havejR1�(�; �)�R2�(�; �)j(sin �)2� � (sin�)2�+3I2�+3�+2 � CM(�; �):Step 3. De�ne R3�(�; �) = 2�� Z �=20 � sin(� � �)t2��1D�+1 dt:



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 13Then jR2�(�; �) �R3�(�; �)j(sin �)2� � C(sin�)2�+1I2�+1�+1 � CM(�; �):Step 4. Compute:R3�(�; �)(sin �)2� = (sin�)2� 2�� Z �20 � sin(� � �)t2��1D�+1 dt= �2�� sin(� � �)(sin �)2���1����C � Z 1�2 � 12�� 12 u2��1(1 + u2)�+1 du�= C0�sin�sin � ��C(�; �) + I;where jI j � C sin(� � �)� Z 1�2 � 12�� 12 1u3 du � Cj sin(� � �)j��1 � Csin�;and �nally notie �����sin�sin � ��C(�; �)� C(�; �)���� � Csin�: �Lemma 4.5. The loal operator de�ned for all f 2 L1(d�) and � 2 [0; �℄ asMf(�) = Z �0 M(�; �)f(�) d�;where M(�; �) is de�ned in Lemma 4.4 is bounded on Lp(d�) for 1 � p � 1.Proof. To prove the lemma it is enough to hek the following onditions, for  = (1+Æ)3sup�2[0;�℄Z �� M(�; �)d� <1; sup�2[0;�℄Z �� M(�; �)d� <1:By the hange of variables x� = �, we have thatsup�2[0;�℄Z �� N(�; �)sin� d� � C�1 + sup�2[0;�℄Z �� log+ ��(� � �)2 d�� �� C + C Z 1 log+ x(1� x)2 dxx <1: �4.2. The global part. Using the symmetry of the Riesz kernel R�(�; �) = �R�(� ��; � � �), we may restrit ourselves to onsider the global part of the Riesz transformonly for � 2 [0; �=2℄. Observe (see the piture in page 8) that for � 2 [0; �=2℄, we an givea bound above for R�;glob with three integrals as follows, where  = (1 + Æ)3:jR�;globf(�)j � Z �0 jR�(�; �)j(1 � 1Nt2 (�; �))jf(�)j dm�(�)(4.6) = Zf�>�g+ Zf�2>�>�g+ Z[�=2;�℄ = I + II + III:



14 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANFor the last integral, observe that there exists a " > 0 suh that in the intersetion[0; �=2℄� [�=2; �℄ with the global region, j� � �j > ". Therefore, jR�(�; �)j � C" as anbe easily seen from (4.2), and we getIII � C" Z[�=2;�℄ jf(�)j dm�(�) � CÆkfkL1(dm�);that is, this part is bounded in all Lp(dm�), 1 � p � 1. Let us now handle the integralI. If � > � and �, � 2 [0; �=2℄, then sin(���) � sin � and jbj � sin(���). We will use aswell that for � and � in this region, D = 1�a = 1�os(���) � C(���)2 � C sin(���)2.Hene, in this part we obtain thatjR�(�; �)j � C sin(� � �)(sin(�� �))2�+2 = C(sin �)2�+1 :We will state the boundedness of this operator in the following lemma.Lemma 4.7. The operatorM1f(�) = Z �0 M1(�; �)f(�) dm�(�); where M1(�; �) = 1(sin �)2�+1 1f�>�g\[0;�=2℄2(�; �)for  > 1, is of weak type (1,1) and strong type (p; p) for 1 < p < 1 with respet to themeasure dm�.Proof. First we prove the weak type. Sine the operator is linear, we an restrit ourselvesto prove the weak type (1; 1) for positive funtions with kfkL1(dm�) = 1. In this ase,jM1f(�)j � 1(sin �)2�+1 . Take any � � 2. Then,m�(f� : M1f(�) > �g) � m�([0; �℄) � C� :For � > 2, observe that 1(sin �)2�+1 > � if and only if � < arsin �(1=�)1=(2�+1)�, sine inthat region sin � has a well de�ned inreasing inverse. Also, in this region (� � �=2� "),there exists C suh that 0 < C < os �. Therefore,m�(f� : M1f(�) > �g) = m�(f� : � < arsin �(1=�)1=(2�+1)�g)� 1C Z arsin�(1=�)1=(2�+1)�0 os �(sin �)2� d� = 1C�Now we have to prove that M1 is bounded on L1(dm�), and then the result will followfrom Marinkiewiz interpolation theorem. This boundedness holds, sinesup0����=2Z �20 (sin�)2�(sin �)2�+1 1f�>�g(�; �) d� <1: �To give a bound for II, observe that in the region where � > � and �, � 2 [0; �=2℄,we have that b � C sin(�� �) and also j sin(� � �)j � sin�. Sine here it also holds thatD � C sin(� � �)2 we obtain jR�(�; �)j � C(sin�)2�+1 :



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 15Lemma 4.8. The operatorM2f(�) = Z �0 M2(�; �)f(�) dm�(�); where M2(�; �) = 1(sin�)2�+1 1f�>�g\[0;�=2℄2(�; �)for  > 1 is of weak type (1; 1) and strong type (p; p) for 1 < p < 1 with respet to themeasure dm�.Proof. To prove weak type (1,1) we argue as in the previous lemma, sine in this regionsin� � C sin �. The seond part holds, beause M2 is the adjoint of M1 in L2(dm�). �5. Proofs of Theorems 2.13 and 2.145.1. Proof of Theorem 2.13. Let f be a polynomial funtion. Then by the spetralde�nition of R� (1.7) and Remark 2.12, we an writeR�f(�) = (��(L�)1=2)f(�) = (��[(L�)1=2f ℄)(�) = �� Z �0 W�(�; �)f(�) d�for every � 2 [0; �℄, sine the integral exists for every � 2 [0; �℄ (by Lemma 2.6 andRemark 2.12).Next step is adding and subtrating the funtion W (�; �) = 1� log j sin((� � �)=2)j,the kernel of the operator (�2� )� 12 in the torus. Let C(�; �) be the kernel of the lassialonjugate funtion in the torus. Sine W (�; �) is an integrable funtion in �, we havethat R �0 W (�; �)f(�) dm�(�) is well de�ned for every �, and we an writeR�f(�) = �� Z �0 (W�(�; �) sin2� �� C0W (�; �))f(�) d�(5.1) +C0�� Z �0 W (�; �)f(�) d�:The seond term is a prinipal value, sine it is the onjugate funtion in the torus. Tohandle the �rst term, observe that for � 6= �, ��W�(�; �) = R�(�; �) (sine for � 6= �,jr��1P�(r; �; �)j � Cr�=(1 � os(� � �)2)�+1 and this funtion is dr-integrable). Thus,for almost every � 2 [0; �℄, we have that��(W (�; �) sin2� �� C0W (�; �)) = R�(�; �) sin2� �� C0C(�; �):Now, by using Lemma 4.4 and the arguments of subsetion 4.2, we have thatjR�(�; �) sin2� �� C0C(�; �)j� M(�; �)1Nt2 (�; �) +M1(�; �)(sin �)2� +M2(�; �)(sin �)2� + C1Nt2 (�; �);where the onstant C omes from the boundedness for III in (4.6) and the boundednessof C(�; �) in the global region. By the proofs of Lemmas 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8, the right-handfuntion is d�-integrable. Thus, by Lebesgue's dominated onvergene theorem, the �rstterm in (5.1) is also the limit of the trunated integrals, and therefore we get that foralmost every � 2 [0; �℄,R�f(�) == lim"!0 Zj���j>"(R�(�; �) sin2� �� C0C(�; �))f(�) d� + C0 lim"!0 Zj���j>" C(�; �)f(�) d�= lim"!0 Zj���j>"R�(�; �)f(�) dm�(�):



16 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBAN5.2. Proof of Theorem 2.14. Let us point out that it is enough to prove the bounded-ness in Lp or in weak L1 for a dense sublass of funtions in those spaes. In this setion,we onsider polynomial funtions f 2 Lp for any 1 � p <1, whih form a dense subsetof Lp and for whih Theorem 2.13 holds. Next, we de�ne the global and loal parts ofthe Riesz transform R� aording to (3.2) and (3.3). The boundedness of the global partwas obtained in subsetion 4.2.Consider the loal part R�;lo. We write(5.2) R�;lo = (R�;lo � C0Clo) + C0Clo;where C denotes the lassial onjugate funtion in the torus. Let us observe that if anoperator T is given by a prinipal value, then its loal part is also a prinipal value.Thus, by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 it follows that R�;lo � C0Clo is bounded on Lp(d�) for1 � p �1. Let us reall that by lassial results and Theorem 3.8, Clo is also bounded inLp(d�), 1 < p <1 and of weak type (1; 1). Thus, R�;lo is bounded in Lp(d�) 1 < p <1and of weak type (1; 1), and by Lemma 3.9 it follows that the same statement holds forLp(dm�(�)) for 1 < p <1 and for the weak type (1,1) with respet to dm�.6. Comparison of the results for Mukenhoupt-Stein's onjugatefuntion and the Riesz transformThe aim of this setion is giving an argument to derive the boundedness in Lp(dm�)for p 2 (1;1) obtained by Mukenhoupt and Stein in [10℄ for the onjugate funtionde�ned there, as a orollary of the boundedness obtained in Theorem 2.14 for the Riesztransform in the same range of p's. First step is observing that Mukenhoupt-Stein'sonjugate funtion is de�ned, for a polynomial funtion f(�) = PNn=0 anP �n (os �), as~f(�) = limr!1 ~f(r; �). By using (1.5) and the expression for the Riesz transform of f(1.7), we get that ~f(�) = R�(Tmf)(�), where Tm is the multiplier operator de�ned forpolynomial funtions asTmf(�) = NXn=0 anmnP �n (os �); m0 = 0; mn = � n+ �n+ 2� for n � 1:Therefore, if we obtain that the multiplier Tm is bounded in Lp(dm�) for every p 2 (1;1),we would get trivially the boundedness of the onjugate funtion in Lp (sine polynomialfuntions are dense in all Lp(dm�)). This multiplier falls into the sope of the multipliertheorem proved by Mukenhoupt and Stein in [10℄, Theorem 10 in page 71. But thistheorem gives the boundedness of Tm only in a restrited range of p's, so we need anothermultiplier theorem. We will restrit ourselves to state the multiplier theorem just for Tm,sine it is not our interest at this point to prove a general theorem.Lemma 6.1. The multiplier operator Tm is bounded in Lp(dm�) for every p 2 (1;1).Proof. De�ne, for p 2 (1;1) the spaeXp = (I � �0)Lp(dm�);where �0 is the ontinuous projetion (orthogonal in L2(dm�)) onto the subspae gen-erated by P �0 (os �), whih is a onstant (see [17℄). Xp is a losed subspae of Lp, thesubspae of funtions of null mean, and in partiular a Banah spae itself, where poly-nomial funtions of the form f(�) = PKk=1 akP �k (os �) are dense. Now, observe thatfor any polynomial funtion f =PKk=0 akP �k (os �), Tmf(�) = Tm(f � a0P �0 (os �)), andtherefore it is enough to get the boundedness of Tm for the polynomial funtions in Xp.



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 17Let us onsider �rst the ase p � 2. To this end, let us observe that by spetraltehniques, we have thatTmf(�) = NXn=1 an�� 11 + �n+� �P �n (os �) = � 11 + �L�1=2� f(�) = F (L�1=2� )f(�);where F (z) = � 11+�z . Now, observe that the spetrum of L�1=2� in Xp for p > 2 is�(L�1=2� ) = � 1n+ � : n � 1� $ �z : jzj < 1�	;and that the funtion F is holomorphi and admits a power series expansion F (z) =P1k=0 akzk in the right-hand set. By using well known results on operator theory, see forexample Theorem VII.3.10 in [3℄, we get(6.2) Tm = F (L�1=2� ) = 1Xk=0 ak(L�1=2� )k:Next step is giving a good bound for the norm of L�1=2� in Xp. This is given by thefollowing lemmaLemma 6.3. For every p, 2 � p <1, there exists "p 2 (0; 1) suh that for every f 2 Xp,kL�1=2� fkLp(dm�) � C�+ "p kfkLp(dm�):Let us postpone the proof of this lemma, in order to larify the reading of the proofof Lemma 6.1. By (6.2), we have that for any f 2 Xp, 2 � p <1,kTmfkLp(dm�) � 1Xk=0 jakj k(L�1=2� )kfkLp(dm�)� 1Xk=0 jakj� C�+ "p�kkfkLp(dm�) � CkfkLp(dm�);sine the series onverges absolutely for jzj < 1=�.To prove the boundedness of Tm in Xp for p 2 (1; 2), we use the standard dualityargument. �Proof of Lemma 6.3. First, observe that for any f 2 X2 polynomial funtion,ke�tpL�fk2L2(dm�) =  KXk=1 ake�t(k+�)P �k (os �)2L2(dm�)� e�2t(�+1) KXk=1 jakj2 = e�2t(�+1)kfk2L2(dm�):Next, for any q > 2 and any funtion in Xq , by (a) in Theorem 2.4, we have thatke�tpL�fkLq(dm�) � e�t�kfkLq(dm�). Take any p suh that 2 < p < q, 1=p = "p=2+ (1�"p)=q, then by the interpolation theorem, we have thate�tpL�Xp!Lp(dm�) � Ce�tpL�"pX2!L2(dm�)e�tpL�(1�"p)Xq!Lq(dm�) � Ce�t(�+"p):



18 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANFinally, we get thatkL�1=2� kXp!Lp(dm�) � Z 10 e�tpL�Xp!Lp(dm�) dt � C Z 10 e�t(�+"p) dt = C�+ "p : �7. The maximal operator R��.De�ne the following maximal operatorsR��f(�) = sup" jR�;"f(�)j; where R�;"f(�) = Zj���j>"R�(�; �)f(�) d�;C�f(�) = sup" jC"f(�)j; where C"f(�) = Zj���j>" C(�; �)f(�) d�:The main result of this setion is the boundedness of the �rst one. The boundedness ofthe seond one is a well known fat, see [18℄.Theorem 7.1. R�� is bounded on Lp(dm�) for 1 < p < 1, and of weak type (1,1) withrespet to dm�.Proof. The �rst step is splitting R�� as follows,R��f(�) = sup" jR�;"f(�)j � sup" Zj���j>" jR�;lo(�; �)(sin �)2� � C0Clo(�; �)jjf(�)jd�+C0 sup" ��� Zj���j>" Clo(�; �)f(�)d���� + sup" Zj���j>" jR�;glob(�; �)jjf(�)jdm�(�):The �rst term is bounded above by the operator Mf(�), as follows from Lemma 4.4.Then, Lemma 4.5 gives the boundedness of this term. The third fator an be estimatedby the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2.14, see subsetion 4.2, namely,getting a parallel inequality to (4.6). Then, Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 give the boundednessof this term. The loal part part of the lassial maximal operator C�lo is bounded as aonsequene of Theorem 3.10 and the boundedness of Clo. �As a orollary of the former result, by lassial arguments we an extend the de�nitionof the Riesz transform as a prinipal value to all funtions in L1(dm�).Theorem 7.2. For any funtion f 2 L1(dm�) and almost every � 2 [0; �℄R�f(�) = lim"!0 Zj���j>"R�(�; �)f(�)dm�(�):8. OsillationsBy the results in the previous setions, we know that our Riesz transform is the limit ofthe trunated operators R�;" almost everywhere. In general, for every family T = fT"gsuh that there exists Tf = lim"!0 T"f , it is lassial to measure the speed of thisonvergene by means of expressions involving di�erenes of the type jT"f �T"0f j. Someof the operators used for this purpose are the so alled osillation operator, de�ned asO(T )f(x) = � 1Xi=1 supti+1�"i+1<"i<ti jT"i+1f(x)� T"if(x)j2�1=2;



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 19for a �xed sequene ftig dereasing to zero. For � in the range 2 < � <1; we have theso alled �-variation operator,V�(T )f(x) = supf"ig� 1Xi=1 jT"i+1f(x)� T"if(x)j��1=�;where the sup is taken over all sequenes f"ig dereasing to zero. Classial results arethat when these operators are de�ned for the family of the trunated operators of theHilbert transform or for the family of the Poisson integrals in R, they are bounded inLp(R), 1 < p <1 and of weak type (1; 1) with respet to the Lebesgue measure (see [2℄and [7℄ and the referenes therein). Our aim is proving similar results for the osillationand �-variation of the family of the trunated operators of the Riesz transform. Let usall R� = fR�;"g and C = fC"g to the families of the trunated operators assoiatedto the Riesz transform and the lassial onjugate funtion, respetively. First of all,let us point out that with the vetor valued tehniques shown in [7℄, one an get easilythe boundedness of the osillation and �-variation assoiated to the lassial onjugatefuntion in the torus from the known results for the Hilbert transform in the line. Let usdenote by H = fHtg the family of the trunated operators for the Hilbert transform inR, that is, Htf(x) = Zjx�yj>t f(y)x� y dy:Before proeeding further, let us observe that for any family T = fT"g, O(T )f(x) �O0(T )f(x) for almost every x, whereO0(T )f(x) = � 1Xi=1 supti+1<s�ti jTti+1f(x)� Tsf(x)j2�1=2:Thus, it is enough to prove the desired boundedness properties for this operator insteadof O. Denote by B = `2L1(0;1) the spae of sequenes u = fuig suh that for everyi, ui = ui(s) is a funtion in L1(0;1), with kukB = kfkuikL1gk`2 . Then, if we putU(T )f(x) = f(Tti+1f(x)� Tsf(x))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)g, we have thatO0(T )f(x) = kf(Tti+1f(x)� Tsf(x))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)gkB = kU(T )fkB :Also, let us all � = �" = f"ig : "i # 0	 the set of sequenes dereasing to zero,and B� = B`�(�); with � in the range 2 < � < 1; the spae of bounded funtionsv = v(") de�ned on �, whose values are sequenes in `�, v(") = fvi(")g, and suh thatkvkB� = sup"2� kfvi(")gk`� . Then, if we put V(T )f(x) = fT"i+1f(x) � T"if(x)g, wehave that V�(T )f(x) = kfT"i+1f(x)� T"if(x)gkB� = kV(T )fkB� :In the ase that eah Tt has an assoiated kernel Kt, then U(T ) and V(T ) have also anassoiated kernel:U(T )f(x) = f(Tti+1f(x)� Tsf(x))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)g= Z �(Kti+1(x; y)�Ks(x; y))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	f(y) d�(y);and V(T )f(x) = Z �K"i+1(x; y)�K"i(x; y)	f(y) d�(y):



20 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANWith all these preliminaries, it is lear that the boundedness of the osillation and �-variation operators assoiated to ertain family, namely, C, is equivalent to the bound-edness of U(C) and V(C). We an prove this boundedness by omparison with U(H) andV(H).Proposition 8.1. Let us onsider f : [0; �℄ ! R and extend it as 0 to the whole R.Then, there exists a positive onstant C suh that for every � 2 [0; �℄ and p 2 [1;1℄ wehave that kU(C)f(�)� 1� 1[0;�℄(�)U(H)f(�)kB � CkfkLp(d�);kV(C)f(�)� 1� 1[0;�℄(�)V(H)f(�)kB� � CkfkLp(d�):Proof. We will prove the result only for U , sine the proof for V is ompletely analogous.In this ase, we have thatU(C)f(�)� 1� 1[0;�℄(�)U(H)f(�)= �(Rti+1f(�)�Rsf(�))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	� 1��(Hti+1f(�)�Hsf(�))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	= Z �0 12��� 1tan((� � �)=2) � 1(� � �)=2�� 1fti+1<j���j�sg(j� � �j)1(ti+1;ti℄(s)�f(�) d�:Notie that�� 1tan((� � �)=2) � 1(� � �)=2�1fti+1<j���j�sg(j� � �j)1(ti+1;ti℄(s)�B= ���� 1tan((� � �)=2) � 1(� � �)=2 ����;therefore by Minkowski's inequality, we havekU(C)f(�)� 1� 1[0;�℄(�)U(H)f(�)kB � C Z �0 ���� 1tan((� � �)=2) � 1(� � �)=2 ����jf(�)j d�:And now, for �; � 2 [0; �℄, � � � 2 [��; �℄ but both funtions are odd. Therefore, weonly have to give a bound for j1= tan(x=2) � 1=(x=2)j for x 2 [0; �℄, or equivalently, forj1= tanx � 1=xj for x 2 [0; �=2℄. In this range, learly j1=tanx � 1=xj � C, and we getthe result. �The following theorem states the main results of this setion.Theorem 8.2. For every p 2 (1;1) there exists a onstant C suh thatkO(R�)fkLp(dm�) � CkfkLp(dm�); kV�(R�)fkLp(dm�) � CkfkLp(dm�)and also m��f� : O(R�)f(�) > �g� � C� kfkL1(dm�)m��f� : V�(R�)f(�) > �g� � C� kfkL1(dm�)



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 21Proof. The proof of this theorem an be developed by using the same tehniques appliedin the proofs of Theorems 2.13 and 2.14, i.e., splitting the operators into their loal andglobal parts. To this end, de�ne for a family T = fTtg as above, ating on funtions over[0; �℄, its loal and global parts as Tlo = fTt;log and Tglob = fTt;globg.Lemma 8.3. Given a family of operators T = fTtg on funtions de�ned on [0; �℄ suhthat eah operator Tt is given by a kernel Kt, then we haveU(T )lo = U(Tlo); U(T )glob = U(Tglob) V(T )lo = V(Tlo); V(T )glob = V(Tglob):Proof. Let us see the proof for the global part, sine for the loal part it follows from itsde�nition and the linearity in T of the operators U and V :U(T )lo = U(T )� U(T )glob = U(T )� U(Tglob) = U(T � Tglob) = U(Tlo):By de�nition of the global part of an operator, we haveU(T )globf(�) = Z �0 �(Lti+1(�; �) � Ls(�; �))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	(1� 1Nt2 (�; �))f(�) d�;= f(Tti+1;globf(�)� Ts;globf(�))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)g = U(Tglob)f(�):A similar proof holds for V . �Now, we will prove that the loal part of U(R�) and V(R�) di�er from the loal part ofU(C) and V(C), respetively, in an operator whih is bounded in Lp(dm�) for 1 < p <1and of weak type (1; 1).Lemma 8.4. There exists a positive onstant C suh that for every � 2 [0; �℄ we havethat kU(R�)lof(�)� C0U(C)lof(�)kB � C Z �0 M(�; �)1Nt2 (�; �)jf(�)j d�;kV(R�)lof(�)� C0V(C)lof(�)kB� � C Z �0 M(�; �)1Nt2 (�; �)jf(�)j d�where C0 and M(�; �) are as in Lemma 4.4.Proof. Sine for every trunated operator we are away from the diagonal, observe thatwe an writeU(R�)lof(�)� C0U(C)lof(�) = U(R�;lo)f(�)� C0U(Rlo)f(�)= �(R�;ti+1;lof(�)�R�;s;lof(�))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	�C0�(Cti+1;lof(�)� Cs;lof(�))1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	= Z �0 �[R�(�; �)(sin �)2� � C0C(�; �)℄� 1fs<j���j�ti+1g(j� � �j)1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	1Nt2 (�; �)f(�) d�:Sine�[R�(�; �)(sin �)2� � C0C(�; �)℄1fs<j���j�ti+1g(j� � �j)1(ti+1;ti℄(s)	B= jR�(�; �)(sin �)2� � C0C(�; �)j;by Minkowski's inequality and Lemma 4.4, we have thatkU(R�)lof(�)� C0U(C)lof(�)kB � Z �0 M(�; �)1Nt2 (�; �)jf(�)j d�:The proof for the � variation is ompletely analogous. �



22 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANBy Proposition 8.1, we know the boundedness of U(C) and V(C) in Lp(d�) for 1 < p <1 and weak type (1; 1) with respet to d�. Now, one an see that U(C) and V(C) arevetor valued operators as de�ned in setion 3. Thus, by the vetor valued version of theheritage theorem, Theorem 3.10, the loal part of both of them inherits the boundednessproperties mentioned above with respet to d�. By Lemmas 8.4 and 4.5, this gives theboundedness of the loal part of U(R�) and V(R�) with respet to d�. Hene, by thevetor valued version of Lemma 3.9, we obtain the boundedness of the loal part ofU(R�) and V(R�) also for dm�. In order to prove Theorem 8.2, it is only left to provethat the global parts are also bounded in Lp(dm�). This an be obtained by using similararguments as in Lemma 8.4 to handle the vetor valued kernels, and then proeeding as inthe proof of Theorem 2.14 for the global part, onretely obtaining the parallel inequalityto 4.6. �9. Weighted inequalitiesLet us all weight to any stritly positive measurable funtion v. In this setion wewill answer the following question: �nd a neessary and suÆient ondition on a givenweight v, for the existene of a weight u suh that the Riesz transform is bounded fromLp(vdm�) into Lp(udm�) for 1 < p < 1. We will use a well known tehnique based inideas by Rubio de Frania. In partiular, we shall need the following theorem due to thisauthor (see [12℄ ).Theorem 9.1. Let (X;�) be a measure spae, B a Banah spae and T a sublinearoperator from B into Ls(X) suh that the following inequality is satis�ed for some s < pand every sequene ffjg � B�Xj jTfjjp�1=pLs(X) � Cp;s�Xj kfjkpB�1=p;where Cp;s is a onstant depending on p and s. Then there exists a positive funtion usuh that u�1 2 L sp�s (X) and�ZX jTf(�)jpu(�)d�(�)�1=p � kfkB:Consider the extension of the Riesz transform R� to the operator de�ned for integrablefuntions f = ffjgj taking values in `p, given by R�f = fR�fjgj . For this extendedoperator, we have the following lemma.Lemma 9.2. Let p be in the range 1 < p <1; thenR� : L1lp(m�)! L1;1lp (m�)Proof. It is known that the `p-valued extension of the lassial onjugate funtion in thetorus, Cf = fCfjgj ; maps L1lp(d�) into L1;1lp (d�) (see [1℄). By the vetor-valued versionof the heritage theorem, Theorem 3.10, the loal part of this extension of C is also of weaktype (1; 1). Therefore by using identity (5.2), Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5 we get thatR�;lo maps L1lp(d�) into L1;1lp (d�): We have used here that the operator in Lemma 4.5is given by a positive kernel and therefore it an be extended to `p-valued funtions for1 � p �1. An straightforward `p-valued extension of Lemma 3.9 gives the boundednessof R�;lo from L1lp(m�) into L1;1lp (m�):As for the global part we observe that sine it is majorized by a positive operator (seesetion 4.2) then its vetor-valued extension it is also bounded. �



ON THE RIESZ TRANSFORM FOR ULTRASPHERICAL EXPANSIONS 23Then, the ondition on the weight v is given by the following result.Theorem 9.3. Let p be in the range 1 < p <1: A weight v satis�esZ �0 v(�)� 1p�1 dm�(�) <1if and only if there exists a positive (measurable) funtion u suh thatZ �0 jR�f(�)jpu(�)dm�(�) � C Z �0 jf(�)jpv(�)dm�(�)To get the part \only if" in Theorem 9.3, we follow the proof of Corollary 1.6 in [8℄.By Lemma 9.2 and Kolmogorov's inequality we have that0�Xj jR�fj jp1A1=pLs(dm�) � Cs supt>0 tm�8><>:� : 0�Xj jR�fj(�)jp1A1=p > t9>=>;� Cs Z �0 0�Xj jfj(�)jp1A1=p dm�(�) � Cs0�Xj kfjkpLp(vdm�)1A1=p ;where in the last inequality we have applied Holder inequality after multiplying insidethe integral by v1=pv�1=p, and then used the ondition on the weight. Therefore we arein the hypothesis of Theorem 9.1 with B = Lp(vdm�) and the \only if" part follows.The part \if" in Theorem 9.3 is a orollary of the following two lemmas, whih onludethe proof. De�ne � = u1�p0 , � = v1�p0 . Then, by duality, we obtain the following result.Lemma 9.4. If the Riesz transform R� : Lp(vdm�) ! Lp(udm�) then its adjoint oper-ator R0� : Lp0(�dm�)! Lp0(�dm�), where 1p + 1p0 = 1.The �nal step in the proof of Theorem 9.3 is the following lemma.Lemma 9.5. Suppose R0� : Lp0(�dm�)! Lp0(�dm�), thenZ �0 �(�)dm�(�) <1:Proof. Observe that by using expression (4.2) and integration by parts, we have thatR0���2 ; �4 � = R���4 ; �2 � = p2�� Z �0 os t(sin t)2��1(1� p22 os t)�+1 dt = C > 0:Then, by ontinuity, there exists " > 0 suh that for (�; �) 2 [�=2� "; �=2 + "℄� [�=4�"; �=4 + "℄, R0�(�; �) � C. Now, hoose a set A suh that A � (�=4 � "; �=4 + "),RA �(�)dm�(�) is �nite and m�(A) > 0. For � 2 [�=2� "; �=2 + "℄, we then haveR0� 1A(�) = ZAR0�(�; �)dm�(�) = ZAR�(�; �)dm�(�) � C ZA dm�(�) = C:Then,Z �=2+"�=2�" �(�)dm�(�) � C Z �=2+"�=2�" (R0� 1A(�))p0�(�)dm�(�)� C Z (1A(�))p0�(�)dm�(�) = C ZA �(�)dm�(�) <1:(9.6)



24 D. BURACZEWSKI, T. MARTINEZ, J.L. TORREA, AND R. URBANFor � 2 [0; �=2 � "℄, hoose a set A suh that A � (�=2 � "=2; �=2), RA �(�)dm�(�) is�nite and m�(A) > 0. For these range of � and �, we have that R0�(�; �) � �C <0, and therefore R0�(�1A)(�) � C > 0. Then, proeeding as in (9.6), we get thatR �=2�"0 �(�) dm�(�) <1.Finally, repeating the above argument, we prove R ��=2+" �(�) dm�(�) <1. �Aknowledgement We are grateful to the referee for his areful review and helpfulomments.
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